
Socket Extension 
6” (B-Leg)

#2 Phillips 
Screw Driver

Parts Included

Tools Required

Geiger Table (KCRC-1, KCRC-2,  
KCRC-3)

Axon Cable Retractor Kit Assembly
Instructions

How to assemble your Cable Retractor Kit

Bracket Legrand Cable Retractor

Legrand Cable Retractor

Step 1 (Table Column or Caddy ) Legrand Cable Retractors 

1.1 Open doors and remove the mounting panel from table column or 
caddy.  There are 2 screws holding it in place.  Remove the screws and tip 
the top edge forward and lift the bottom tabs from the retaining slots.

KCRC-1 Kit (for single retractor install)

KCRC-2 Kit (for second retractor install)

KCRC-3 Kit (FSR Retractor not included)
(1 or 2 can be used per)

1.2 Align mounting brackets into holes shown. They only work where shown 
in this image and in this orientation.

1.3 Fasten brackets with hardware included in the kit.

Single Legrand 
retractor bracket

Second Legrand 
retractor bracket

1/2” Socket

Screws

Mounting Panel

Tabs

Top row, 3 open 
holes between

Assembly Instructions1Geiger Tables 1BP3H6 rev A
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Step 2

FSR Mounting Brackets

1.4 Reinstall the mounting panel back into the table column or caddy.

1.5 Slide Legrand Cable Retractors into brackets as shown. They will clip 
into place onto the brackets.

1.6  Feed cable ends up through slots and into desired locations.

2.1 Align mounting brackets as shown. The same bracket works on both 
sides. Use hole locations shown. 

2.2 Fasten brackets with hardware included in your kit.

Lock
Lock

Hook
Hook

Slot

6th row from the top,  

one open hole between. FSR Retractor  

Mounting Bracket

FSR Cable Retractor 

(not provided)

Slot

2.3 Reinstall the mounting panel back into the table column or caddy.

2.4 Using mounting screws from kit, fasten the FSR Cable Retractors to their 
respective brackets shown below.

2.5  Feed cable ends up through slots and into desired locations.

Mounting screws (4)

Mounting Screws



#2 Phillips  
Screw Driver

Pliers

Parts Included

Tools Required

Geiger (KUSB4, KUSB6,  
KUSB8, KUSB10)
Axon Edge USB Power for Rectangular 
Tables Assembly Instructions

How to assemble your Edge Power Modules

Power Supply

(2,4,6,8)

Power Strip

(1,2)

#10 Flat Head Screws 

(4 per Module)
Side Power Module

(2,4,6,8)

End Power Module (2)

Power Cord

(2,4,6,8)

Cable Ties
(2 per Module)

Step 1 Step 2
1.1 Remove the knock outs on side and end panels using pliers. Be 
careful not to deform the metal around the edges. Locations vary 
based on table size.

2.1  Feed the cable from the Side Power Module through the slot in the 
side weldment of the table. Install the Side Power Modules using the 
#10 flat head screws provided. 

2.2 Repeat for all other Side Power Modules.

Cable

Side weldment

#10 Flat 
head screw

A Furniture Power Distribution Unit is not for permanent installation 
as part of the building structure and not for mounting in a 
permanently-installed furnishing such as a fixed countertop.

This multioutlet assembly is for a normally dry use work area surface.

Assembly Instructions1Geiger Tables 1BPPXJ rev A
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2.3  Feed the cable from the End Power Module through the slot in the 
end weldment of the table. Install the End Power Modules using the 
#10 flat head screws provided. 

2.4 Repeat on other end of the table.

Step 3

3.1 Find a location within the table trough for the power strip.

3.2 Run power strip cord within table trough, down inside table 
column and into the power outlet within the floor or wall.  Use cable 
ties to secure excess cable length where needed.

Step 4
4.1 Install each power supply per power module by plugging the ends 
together.

4.2 Plug in power supply cord into power supply and route cord 
through side panel and table trough then plug into power strip. 

4.3 Repeat for all Power Modules.

4.4 Clean up cables by using provided tie off locations.  Make sure 
excess cable length is secured with cable ties and placed in areas 
where not to interfere with top installation.

4.5 The power supplies for the end Power Modules will need to be 
located within the ends of the table trough.

4.6 For End Module locations, cables must be routed to avoid 
interference from top installation.

Table trough

Table column

Power strip

The center area must be clear of 
cables for top installation

Power supply

Power supplyCable tie locations

Side panel



Power Drive Torque Wrench 
FT LB & IN LBS

1/2” Socket 
3/8” Socket

Socket Extension 
6” (B-Leg) 
12” (C-Leg)

Torx T-27

2 People required for install.

Parts Included, Optional Items “*”

Tools Required

Geiger Tables (KTRW, KTRL,  
KTRG, KTRS)
Axon Rectangular Table Assembly 
Instructions

How to assemble your Table

Side Panel 
Weldment

Cross Channel

Pull Down Bracket (2) * End Power Tray * Center Power Tray

End Panel  
Weldment (2)

Cross Bar

Corner Casting

* Single Power Kit * Double Power  Kit * Bezel  
Assembly Kit

* Retractor Kit* Bezel Spacer

Trough

* C Style 
Legs Kit

* Top Kit* B Style Legs 
Kit (Shown)

* A Style 
Legs Kit

5/16” Hex 
Bolt

#10 Hex Nut (6) * Leveler PKCarriage Bolt 5/16” 
Hex Nut

1/2” Hex 
Bolt

Flat Head 
Screw

Step 1A (2 Leg Kit)
Step 1B (3 Leg Kit)

1a.1 Set trough onto column weldment. Start all 4 bolts before fully 
tightening 17 FT LBS.

1a.2 Repeat for opposite end for 2 leg kit, for 3 leg kit go to step 1B.

1b.1 Set open end of trough weldment onto center leg.

B Style 
shown

Trough Weldment & Leg Kit

A Furniture Power Distribution Unit is not for permanent installation 
as part of the building structure and not for mounting in a 
permanently-installed furnishing such as a fixed countertop.

This multioutlet assembly is for a normally dry use work area surface.

Assembly Instructions1Geiger Tables (KTRW, KTRL, KTRG, KTRS) 1BP3GT rev A
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Step 2A (2 Leg Kit)

Side Panel Weldment

2a.1 Tip the side panel weldment and insert the 2 tabs into the noted slots. 
Pivot the table down until it rests onto the columns.

Tab

1b.2 Add second trough weldment and bolt together with carriage bolts 
and hex nuts. Torque to 17 FT LBS.

2a.2 Insert carriage bolts into indicated holes at each end and use 5/16” 
hex nut to retain.  Finger tight only.  

NOTE: All bolts are inserted from inside the trough outwards.

2a.3 Make sure that the tabs in these areas are into the notches within the 
trough weldment.

2a.4 Insert carriage bolts on both sides of cross channels and fully tighten 
17 FT LBS.

2a.5 Repeat all of step 2 for opposite side.

Tab

Trough weldment 
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2a.6 If optional power tray is not being installed in the trough, then insert 
these  4 carriage bolts now and fully tighten 17 FT LBS.  You may need to 
align them using a tool as shown.  

*If there is an optional power tray, then skip to step 4.

Step 2B
Center connection of side panels for tables with 3 legs)

2B.1 Joiner plate/oval washer

Note: Steps 2A.1-2A.6 are common for 2 leg & 3 leg tables.

Carefully remove oval 
washer from center of 
joiner plate.

2B.2 Insert carriage bolts and hex nuts at outer flange. Leave loose for now. 
Repeat opposite side of trough.

2B.3 Insert (4) 1/2” leg bolts using oval washer. Leave loose for now.

2B.4 Install 5/16” hex bolt in locations shown (16X), leave loose for now. 
For table sizes 156”-192”, the 8 inner bolts also mount the optional center 
power tray shown in step 4.

2B.5 Making sure outer edges of side panels are aligned, torque outer 
flanges to 17ft lbs.

2B.6 Torque bolts from 2B.4 to 17 ft lbs.

2B.7 Torque bolts from 2B.3 to 75 ft lbs.

Make sure edges are in 
line and gap is minimal.

Outer flange

Outer flange

2x Outer 
edge of side 
panels
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2.7 Your table should look like this image by now.

2 Leg Table

3 Leg Table

2.8 Insert cross braces (bars shown, or channels). Attaching using 
carriage bolts inserted from the inside of the channel. Leave hex 
nuts loose for now (6X).

2.9 Repeat steps for opposite side.  Fully tighten 17 FT LBS all cross 
brace hex nuts at this time.

NOTE: You may need to lift up on the side panel weldment to get the 
bolt holes to line up.

Bars for laminate 
and wood tops.

Channels for 
stone and 
glass tops

3.1 Assemble end casting by inserting 5/16” Hex Bolt into notches to hold 
in place during assembly. Leave bolts loose for now.

Push in until 
no gaps here

3.2 Insert 5/16” hex bolts in these locations and leave the hex nuts loose 
for now.

*NOTE: For 48” or 54” deep tables the castings would 
mount to these 2 slots. The 5/16” hex bolt would replace 
the previously installed carriage bolt.

**

Step 3
Table End
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3.3 Insert 1/2” hex bolt into leg weldment and leave loose 
for now. For “C” style legs there are 4 bolts here.

3.4 Install pull down bracket with flat head screws. Leave 
screws loose for now.

Pull down bracket

3.5 Install end pan weldment from under the corner castings. Tip 
pan end towards ground while guiding other end into position, then 
align the weld studs on the pan to the slots in the corner castings. 
Pivot pan up into the slots and retain with small hex nuts, but do not 
fully tighten.

3.6 Adjust casting so that the outer edge is aligned to outer edge of side 
weldment.

3.7 Ensure that the seams are aligned from step 3.6 while also making sure 
seams 1 and 2 are not overlapping the corner castings. Fully tighten the 
#10 hex nuts.

1

Casting slots

Weld Stud

Tip this end 
toward ground

Viewed from bottom

2

3.8 Fully tighten flat head cap screws on pull down brackets.
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4. Optional Power Tray Setup Before installation

Center/mid power tray shown. 
End power tray is same.

Long power cord routes through 
trough and down leg to floor 
power grommet or through 
optional caddy

Feed the short 
power cord up 
through the slot

AAP knockout plates.

(4 per cover). These will need to 
be removed via razor knife once 
determined which modules you are 
installing. use provided screws to 
secure. 
For Extron Electronics AAP100 
Adaptor plates https://extron com.

4x MTG screws  
Remove & reinstall  
from above power pan

Power pan

3.9 Fully tighten & torque these bolts on both sides of the trough in 
sequence shown per torque chart below.

3.10 Repeat all of step 3 on opposite end of table.

Torque Chart

1, 2, 3 = 17 FT LBS

          4 = 75 FT LBS

4x 2
4x

Trough

2x

4x

3

4

1

4.1 Levelers go into any of the 8 holes and are to provide support to the 
bezel assembly shown in step 6.  After bezel assembly install, adjust 
these upward until they touch the bottom of the bezel outer rails, then 
complete 1 more turn.

Both ends always use the 
carriage bolts and flange nuts.

Approx. 2”

Leveler

Flange 
Nut

Optional power tray installation

Step 4

Center/mid power tray shown

4.2 For tables with end power trays, use these holes for bezel support 
levelers. After top install shown in step 7, adjust these upward until 
they touch the bottom of the bezel outer rails, then complete 1 more 
turn.

*48” & 54” wide tables use 5/16” hex bolt in these locations.  These 
bolts go all the way through to the casting slots.

This end always uses the 
carriage bolts and flange nuts.

End power tray shown

*

*
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5.1 Use outer holes for Veneer, Stone, or laminate tops.

Use inner holes for glass tops.

Extend cable 
to about 12” & 
rest it back onto 
retractor.

Glass 
tops

For veneer, stone & 
laminate tops

Center/mid power tray shown

Extend cable to about 
12” & rest it back onto 
retractor.

5.2 Use outer holes for Veneer, Stone, or laminate tops.

Use inner holes for glass tops.

End power tray shown

Optional Cable Retractor Installation

Step 5

Optional Bezel Kit Installation

Step 6

6.1 Press bezel spacer into holes on trough end as shown. (both ends)

Note: Do not use spacers for glass tops.

Glass 
tops

For veneer, stone & 
laminate tops

6.2  Install the bezel assembly.

Note: If retractors present, open flip lid (over power 
tray) & guide cable over power trays. Press cables into 
notches on power trays shown in step 5.

6.3  Insert posts on bezel frame ends into spacers on 
both ends of bezel.

*Note that for glass tops, the spacer is not used.

Outer Rails

Spacer
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7.1 Using 2 people, lower the top onto the table assembly being 
careful to set the bezel cutout on the top onto the bezel frame.

Note: Wood & Laminate top assembly shown. Glass & Stone tops set  
straight down to location and are pieced together differently due to 
weight (See glass/stone).

Stone & wood tops are marked on bottom side so patterns match 
when together.

Glass/Stone

1

4

2

3

1

4

2

3

7.2  Align the leading edge of the top with the oval cutouts in the side 
frame.

7.3  Push top horizontally towards the center until both halves are in final 
position.

7.4 Squeeze the top and the corner castings in the corners to insure full 
engagement of the clips, then push to set top in place.

This side shown in final location. End of 
top should be approx. Half way through 
center ovals. Squeeze 

here (wood & 
Laminate)

Squeeze 
here (wood & 
Laminate)

Top Installation

Step 7

7.5 There should be an approx. 1” gap around the perimeter of the top 
edge and the edge of the understructure assembly. Visually check to insure 
clips are engaged. Gaps between bottom of top and side/end panels 
should be minimal.



Allen Wrench 
3/16”

#2 Phillips 
Screw Driver

Parts Included

Tools Required

Geiger Table (KTCW, KTCL,
KTCG, KTCS)
Axon Round Table Assembly
Instructions

How to assemble your Round Table

Top Assembly

1/4” Screw 3/8” Screw Glide (5) Column Assembly

Counter weights

Power Drive with                       
#2 Phillips Drive

Step 1

1.1 Install the smaller counterweight by setting it onto the base while 
aligning the holes as shown.

1.2 make sure the slots are aligned as shown in the image. You may need 
to flip the counterweight over so that the slots are oriented as shown.

1.3 Install the large counterweight by placing it onto the smaller 
counterweight making sure the slots are aligned and oriented as  
shown. You may need to flip the counterweight over if the slot is  
shown opposite of this picture.

1.4 Get all screws started first, Then fully tighten in a star pattern.

Notch

Slots
Slot

Assembly Instructions1Geiger Tables 1BPPP9 rev A
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Step 2

2.1 Install the 5 adjustable glides into the outer holes as shown.

Step 3

Adjustable Glide

3.1 Align top mounting discs with screw holes on spider.  Make  
sure all 6 are aligned.

3.2 With a #2 Philips screwdriver, start all 6 screws.  Then fully  
tighten in a star pattern.

1/4” Screws

Top

Mounting disc

Step 4

4.1 Place table in final location.



Allen Wrench 
3/16”

#2 Phillips 
Screw Driver

2 People required for install.

Parts Included

Tools Required

Geiger Table (KUSB3)
Axon Round Table Edge Power Installation 
Instructions

How to assemble your Round Table
Edge Power

Power Brick Assembly (1)

Cable Retainers (3) Cable Tie (3)Screws (12) 

Edge Power Assemblys (3)

Hardware Pack

Step 1 Step 2

1.1 Remove blank cover plate, 3 places

1.2 Discard screws and blank covers.

2.1  From the power brick assembly, feed power cord down through column 
as shown.

Power Brick Assembly

Cover Plate

Length varies
based on table size 

Power Drive with                       
#2 Phillips Drive

A Furniture Power Distribution Unit is not for permanent installation 
as part of the building structure and not for mounting in a 
permanently-installed furnishing such as a fixed countertop.

This multioutlet assembly is for a normally dry use work area surface.

Assembly Instructions1Geiger Tables 1BP3H8 rev A
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Step 3 Step 4

3.1 Softly lay the base on its side. Use something protective like cardboard 
or shipping blanket to keep from damaging the edges of the table base.

3.2 Pull all power cord out through the bottom opening in the base.

4.1 Tuck cable ends down into the column to protect them during this 
next few steps.

Power Cord

Cable End

Step 5

5.1 Tip the base so that the base is facing upwards as shown.

5.2 Measure out how much cable you need to install the table in the desired 
location.

5.3 Cable tie the remainder of the cable that will be pushed back up into the 
column.

Step 6

6.1 Using the provided P clamp and screw, position the power cord as shown 
and fully tighten the screw.

P Clamp
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Step 7 Step 8

7.1 Install the smaller counterweight by setting it onto the base while 
aligning the holes as shown. Be sure that the power cord is resting in the 
provided notch in the base.

7.2 Make sure the slots are aligned as shown in the image.  You may need 
to flip the counterweight over so that the slots are oriented as shown so 
that they align with the power cord. The plate will rest on the base without 
pressing on the power cord.

8.1 Install the large counterweight by placing it onto the smaller 
counterweight making sure the slots are aligned and oriented as shown. 
You may need to flip the counterweight over if the slot is shown opposite 
of this picture.

8.2 Get all screws started first, Then fully tighten in a star pattern.

Step 9

9.1 Install the 5 adjustable glides into the outer holes as shown.

Step 10

10.1 Tip the base around so that it is now right side up being careful to 
protect the power cord in the process.

Adjustable Glide

Notch

Slots
Slot
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Step 11 Step 12

11.1 Install the 3 edge power modules at this time using a Philips screw 
driver.

12.1 Press in the 3 cable retainers and align as shown.

Step 13

13.1 Connect all three cables as shown.

Step 14

14.1 Tuck excess cables down into the column like shown in this image.

Edge Power Module
Cable Retainer
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Step 15 Step 16

15.1 Using 2 people, set the top onto the base and attach with provided 
fasteners as shown in the instructions for the round table assembly.

16.1 Edge power should be approx. 0.2” from edge of top when complete.

16.2 Module should be in contact with the bottom of the top.

0.2”



Allen Wrench 
3/16”

#2 Phillips 
Screw Driver

2 People required for install.

Parts Included

Tools Required

Geiger Table (KPR1)

How to assemble your Round Power Module

Pop Up Power  
Module Assembly

#10 Screw (5)

Step 1

Use in conjunction with instructions (1BPPP9) 
Axon Round Table Assembly Instructions

Step 2

1.1 Place top face side down on soft non-scratch surface. Put  
spacers under the top, outside of the mounting discs to elevate 
the open center portion of the top and to keep upward pressure 
off the bezel ring.  Depending on top type, see images below for 
fasteners.  Fully tighten all fasteners.

2.1  While aligning mounting discs from top to spider mounting  
holes, guide the power cord from the power module down the 
center of the column. Be careful to keep the top level while  
guiding the power module down into the column.

#10 hex nuts from  
top assembly

#10 screws

Glass/Stone version

Power Drive with                       
#2 Phillips Drive

Axon Round Power Module 
Assembly Instructions

Column

Spider

Mounting disc
Bezel ring

Wood/Laminate version

A Furniture Power Distribution Unit is not for permanent installation 
as part of the building structure and not for mounting in a 
permanently-installed furnishing such as a fixed countertop.

This multioutlet assembly is for a normally dry use work area surface.

Assembly Instructions1Geiger Tables 1BPPZD rev A
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Step 3

Step 5

2.2 With a #2 Philips screwdriver, start all 6 screws. Then fully  
tighten in a star pattern.

3.1 Tip table onto its side, be careful to protect edges of top by  
using a blanket or soft packaging material.

3.2 Pull power cord out  through the bottom opening in the  
base.  Push the pop up power unit so that it is fully extended  
above the top of the table. This will pull some of the power cord  
back up into the column.

5.1 Install the smaller counterweight by setting it onto the base 
 while aligning the holes as shown. Be sure that the power cord is 
 resting in the provided notch in the base.

5.2 make sure the slots are aligned as shown in the image. You  
may need to flip the counterweight over so that the slots are  
oriented as shown so that they align with the power cord. The  
plate will rest on the base without  pressing on the power cord.

Step 4

4.1 Using the provided P clamp and screw, position the power  
cord as shown and fully tighten the screw.

4.2 Cycle the pop up power module to make sure it fully cycles to  
its full up and down positions. Make adjustments if necessary.

Note:  Any extra cable can be pushed up into the column at this time.

P Clamp

1/4” Screws

Power Cord

Notch

Slots
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Step 6

6.1 Install the large counterweight by placing it onto the smaller  
counterweight making sure the slots are aligned and oriented as  
shown.  You may need to flip the counterweight over if the slot is  
shown opposite of this picture.

6.2 Get all screws started first, then fully tighten in a star pattern.

Step 8

Step 7

8.1 Stand table upright, be careful not to pinch the power cord. 
Test pop up power module to ensure it functions properly.

7.1 Install the 5 adjustable glides into the outer holes as shown.

Adjustable Glide

Slot
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